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Good afternoon and thanks. I’m always humbled and honored to be invited back
as your continuing token non-lawyer.
Today we’ll start with the Status Report,
as usual, looking at features and home
video, then moving to mobile and on to
Amsterdam with a tongue in cheek
business idea for your companies—no,
it’s not what you’re thinking-- and on to
TV and cable.
From there we move Over the Top and
look at On Demand in our new streaming
and subscription VOD world. We ask could there actually be an SVOD bubble as
viewers’ burn through libraries? And while talking about on demand, we ask the
ultimate DVR question, did God give you the right to skip commercials? We’ll
look at some of these changes could
kill networks. And finally, Aereo. May
it rest in pieces.
Disclosures. Since I think you have the
right to know the major financial and
business interests of anyone who
stands up here, here are mine. Major
clients of Wolzien LLC continue to be
Discovery Communications along with
Warner Bros. Domestic Distribution. I continue as Lead Independent Director of
TiVo, and as a result hold stock in that. I also own some communications and
technology related stocks in my IRA--Vodafone, and Microsoft, among other
dividend stocks. In the intellectual property area, my interactive media patents
from back in the 1990s were asserted by their current owner, Kudelski/Nagra,
against Netflix, and they seem to have settled. I had absolutely no financial
interest in that, and don’t know the details.
Finally, my personal project, Video Caller Television, has been formalized through
The Video Call Center LLC, and the first patent was awarded in July, with more
patents pending. We’re now in the marketing phase with content for television
networks and stations based on talk radio formats, but where you see what the
callers look like, and what they show and do. It’s an efficient end-to-end work
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flow approach that makes broadcast quality live television, but doesn’t need the
expense of a control room.
Everything I’ll be talking about today comes from publicly available sources and
my own reporting and analysis. Of course, whatever I say does not reflect the
positions of my clients. I’ve said this each year, and each year it becomes more
important… I know that many of you know many parts of this industry much
better than I do, so please consider what I have to say as a broad over view of the
industry, rather than from someone intimately involved in individual areas as you
may be.
Ok, strap yourselves in. Here we go.
Let’s start with the week’s big news, the huge move by HBO to break its wired
exclusivity and add distribution by Apple next month for $15. Lots we don’t
know, but we do know that operators typically double a roughly $7.50 HBO
wholesale price. We don’t know if the splits with Apple will favor HBO, say 70-30,
or after a some months of exclusivity whether HBO will become available on
other streaming devices… and if so whether those other devices like Roku will
get a cut, or just look to HBO to increase their distribution and thereby benefit
through ad and content sales from that larger base while HBO doubles its
margins and opens direct access to the 85 million TV households that currently
don’t buy HBO through cable. And finally, we don’t know how the MVPDs will
react…retribution? Game of Thrones better be damn good this year.
Status Report.
Features slid last year, down 5% at box and
6% in attendance.
And if we adjust for inflation and compare
last year’s 10.3 billion box to box office 15
years ago, in 1999, at 7.3 billion, we find the
results are exactly… exactly…at inflation.
In other words, box office did not grow at all
over 15 years.
This year is off to a better start, up over 2.8%
to this morning.
If you put box office together with the
industry’s home video report from The Digital
Entertainment Group, you see that we’ve
dropped back to match 2011, then the lowest
year in a decade.
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But this is really a pretty generous slide, since The Digital Entertainment Group,
which started out to track movie DVDs, now incorporates streaming
subscriptions… like Netflix…which are almost all TV.
In fact, when the home video pieces are put together, the industry was down only
1.7% last year, nearly flat, in this 15 year chart showing the growth and demise of
the VCR, DVD, and all digital in green...
But if you take out subscription VOD,
Home Video was down 8% 2014 vs 2013.
This chart shows home video without
SVOD… except during the early years –
2011-12 --when DEG just left early SVOD
in their numbers.
So, if you put SVOD back into the
picture, in red, you see the huge hole
that it is filling for the industry today.
Let’s move on to mobile devices, which are now at more than 330 million in the
US.
That’s 104% of the population, according to the Cellular Telephone Industry
Association.
And the CTIA says that 39% of homes are now mobile only, and
This really shows the trend… 45% of kids today live in mobile only homes. Those
kids don’t know what a wireline phone is.
And phone usage… smart phone usage and video viewing are up big time, with
126 million smartphones and users watching an hour and three quarters a month
in video. Climbing, but still an average of only 14 minutes a day, versus four
hours for TV.
Global mobile phone now. There are now about 7 billion people in the world.
And about as many mobile phones as there are people, and six times more
mobiles than wireline subscribers.
And the dominance wireless doesn’t stop there. It is also huge in broadband as
well, with three times more broadband data subs for mobile as wired data
customers in the world.
And these global phones take us to this new business concept for you all to
consider.
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Valerie’s here with me again
this year, thank you, and we
were at the International
Broadcaster’s Convention in
Amsterdam last fall. Only the
most loving of spouses would
traipse a quarter of the way
around the world to your
normal huge trade show, not
much different from the
National Association of
Broadcasters convention in
Las Vegas where we’ll be in a few weeks. Huge convention hall, jumbled exhibits,
and new stuff, like that super wide screen TV in the upper right. Not a 16x9
aspect ratio like our HDTVs, by the way, but 21:9... full cinema scope on what
must have been a 12 foot diagonal screen.
But better than being in a convention hall, it was Amsterdam, the Reich’s
museum, wooden shoes, kids playing on the huge letters that spell out the city
name. And that’s where we saw this Global Video Opportunity.
It started, like everywhere else, with
everyone having cell phones, which
is the norm these days, with 7 billion
of them around the world.
But we began to notice something
different, it being a country filled
with bicycles. Here was this kid
riding a bike while looking at his cell
phone.
Just a kid, and a good thing, we thought, was that he looked up when he got to an
intersection. But then we began to notice a norm…and a bit disconcerting one at
that.
There was this woman, intently
working her phone while riding
along the canal.
And never seeming to look up.
Then this guy,
downtown Amsterdam rush hour,
at dusk, reading away,
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or maybe watching a streaming
video, as he navigated traffic…
..and still, never looking up, even as
he crossed the streetcar tracks on
his bike.
So here’s the next big thing in
streaming…. Videos to ride your
bicycle by. Engaging content so
you never think to look up.
OK, so you lawyers think there may be a liability issue or something for this new
venture. Spoil sports.
Back to streaming later. Moving on to Advertising and TV.
All advertising, TV, print,
internet… was up at about 2%
last year, right around inflation.
This chart goes back to 1960,
with Ad growth in red, GDP
growth in blue, and advertising as
a percentage of GDP on the
dotted line. You see the ad peaks
of the inflation years in the 1980s,
and dips in the recession years of
91, 01, and 2008.
And this may be really important… look at how the dotted line for ads as a
percent of GDP is at the lowest level in the entire period.
This could be telling us a few things. Ads are just less important to the economy,
or money is shifting off to marketing, either of which means that content that
brings consumers to advertising is also less important. It means the
subscriptions and purchases of content must grow massively to replace lost
advertising, OR that costs must come down to match the available revenues and
maintain profitability. Not pretty.
For TV itself, national over the air advertising has been flattening in the past few
years. The spending number was around 16 billion, and the fluctuating ad
growth,, about 1% growth last year.
TV stations were slowing, which makes retransmission consent payments so
important…and not giving most of the payments up to the networks if you are a
station group.
Likewise, Syndication continues to trend down
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And the US cable networks are clearly maturing, with growth in low single digits,
down from high single digits just a few years back.
And with tougher times, some cable networks are beginning to increase their
advertising loads in response to less advertising and fragmenting viewership.
Todd Junger at Bernstein did a recent study that showed the amount of ad time
increasing in many networks, particularly Country Music, TV Land, MTV, and VH1.
Maybe a Viacom trend in that?
Let’s take a look at what’s happening to video distribution from Nielsen’s reports.
Since 2012, broadcast only homes are up 8.8%, while cable is down 2%, Telcos
are up slightly, and satellite is effectively flat.
Broadcast only homes… they don’t have cable or satellite or Telco video
services…but broadcast only homes WITH broadband are now at 6.6 million.
Hold on to that number.
And take a look what happened over the year ending in September. Total TV
households were up 1.5 million, but of that 1.5 million, two thirds were broadcast
only… no cable.
And of that
million new
broadcast only
homes, 94% of
those homes
appear to have
broadband.
Clearly cord
“nevering” is
real as new
households
form with just
broadcast and
streaming for
their TV needs.
Now those numbers aren’t huge today, but over all this is not good news if you’re
running a cable network, and mixed if you are an operator.
Let’s take a closer look at year end numbers from Comcast, where the homes
passed increased 2.4% during the year, but its video subs dropped by almost a
point. DVR was up 4%, Broadband up 6%, and phone service up 4%.
The actual numbers break out to a loss of 194,000 video subscribers at Comcast,
but an increase of nearly 1.3 million broadband subs.
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Now something to take
notice on. As of the end of
2014, the four largest cable
companies together—
Comcast, Time Warner
Cable, Cablevision and
Charter-- had MORE
broadband subscribers than
Video subscribers. And all
these broadband homes
have a clear impact on how
we consume media.
Now there are lots of ways that our time can be used by all these devices. This
chart shows growth of time spent since 2012 in yellow, average annual growth in
blue, and this past 12 months in green.
Live TV is down, delayed TV is way up, 25% since 2012, disc is flat, game console
usage is up by a third, and smartphones are up by 72%. Note that the two linear
approaches to media… live TV and AM/FM radio look about the same, both
negative.
But what’s really interesting is when we combine usage of devices and services
by consumer age, and we see that about a quarter of consumption is now nontraditional TV for people in the target demos of 18 to 49.
A cautionary note now. The great researchers at the PEW internet in American
Life project have been looking at social media sites and it appears to me that
these results suggests even more video viewer fragmentation is coming. The
PEW people found that Facebook is subscribed to by 70% of online and 70% of
the Facebook users check in daily. Think about that for a moment. Of all the
adults on the web… that’s mostly everyone these days…almost half of them are
on Facebook daily.
But Facebook’s challenge, I think, is how to keep them on line longer…. How to
increase their dwell time so they have more exposure to advertising.
And, I’d suggest, the answer for Facebook will be video. And that will further
fragment video audiences and revenues for traditional media.
When I first wrote about what is now called Over the Top video back in 2003 at
Bernstein, I referred to it as the Internet Bypass—a way to get content to the
consumer by going around or bypassing the cable operator. It’s OTT today.
And nobody epitomizes OTT better than Netflix, which shifted from mostly feature
DVD distribution by mail to mostly TV distribution by streaming, in the blue, and
streaming subs were up 17% last year in the US, as DVD distribution continued to
decline.
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And as it has expanded internationally, the international subs jumped 85% in
2014.
In its year end call, the company said it would produce 320 hours of original
programming this year, which equals 15 series of 24 episodes each, or about five
nights of new programming for one network.
The company said it was borrowing $1 billion a year for original production (and
suffered a debt rating cut as a result). Now while there are some reports it may
spend 1.5 billion on content, if it spends the billion, the effective hourly
production cost is about 3.1 million, or something around a high end cable or
broadcast net series, and half or a third of a glossy HBO series like Game of
Thrones.
So I’ve been trying to figure out
whether SVOD is additive or
cannibalistic to the industry, and
here’s a rough way that I’ve been
thinking about it for the MVPDs
cable, telcos, satellite guys and the
content networks where there are
two clear revenue streams that would
be attacked by reduced
subscribership.
At the left, total industry revenue is about $1000 per household… that’s $105
billion of customer payments for basic plus local and national advertising divided
by 100 million subscribers.
At the right are some rough splits, with the operators getting just under $400 per
subscriber from retained customer fees and local advertising, and the content
providers getting about $668 per household or $67 billion in their program license
fees from the operators and national advertising.
That means each million households lost or not gained is a billion dollars to the
industry and of that, $670 million to the content providers.
Now let’s break that down further.
Of the $668 per subscriber per year
going for content, about $250 goes
to sports networks, while $418 goes
to the non-sports nets… and those
are the ones we care about today.
Each million homes not gained or
lost is worth $418 million to all the
non-sports content providers.
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That’s the number we want to hold. $418 million for each million subs lost or
foregone.
Now, let’s shift to content investment on the SVOD side, where
Netflix, Amazon, and others may be paying the industry as much as $2.5 billion a
year for library and original production.
And that 2.5 billion a year works out to the equivalent of the annual non-sports
content revenues attributable to about 6 million MVPD homes.
Now hold that 6 million
homes number and
remember, please, that
earlier number: Broadcast
only… no cable…plus
broadband households
now stand at 6.6 million
and growing.
Now you can’t attribute
each lost or foregone cable
or satellite home to the
SVOD providers, but they
are the ones who providing
a high quality content alternative to linear television services, and are feeding
money into the traditional entertainment industry. And to the extent they are a
catalyst for people leaving their cable operators, the content side of the industry
needs the SVOD companies to invest more and more heavily to offset what will
clearly be declines in revenues on the linear content side.
But let’s ask if all the focus on SVOD could actually just be focusing on a bubble?
Here’s a hypothesis. All the talk of binge viewing and catching up on series
missed has been just that.—viewing of series missed. As the SVOD services
bought access to the libraries, suddenly back library content became available to
consumers in a way as never before.
But here’s the question… as we all binged our way through those library shows
over the past two years…have we consumed the old inventory, and now… going
forward, will we only have interest in the new shows that the SVOD services are
producing and last season’s shows that ran on the nets. In other words, will we
reach a new steady state with a bit more content… but not nearly as much as we
have had from the back libraries as over the past few years?
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There’s another way to put this.
A friend related a complaint
from this 20-something kid…to
the effect of “Dad…There’s
nothing to watch on Netflix
anymore.” Just the latest
version of “500 channels and
nothing on.”
Well, that problem gets fixed as
new libraries come available for
streaming, but there aren’t many left. And probably the last biggest one came out
this week with the HBO Apple deal that we discussed earlier.
We’ve been talking a lot about program platforms/networks and distributors, but
how does SVOD fit if you are a producer. How do you navigate the new world of
SVOD as you’re considering how to maximize your ultimate revenues?
Well, my first stop, as always, was to the expert in all things ultimate… and that
would be Ken Ziffren. I said Ken, I need a chart for TV ultimates like your great
chart for film windows and film ultimates. Ken said he didn’t have one, but he’d
get back. And he did, a few days later, to report that he’d checked with a number
of studio chiefs –Ken does that--and unanimously they had reported that such a
chart was impossible. Too many options, too many conflicting goals.
So much for Ziffren
and his studio chief
friends. But not to
be deterred, and
recognizing the
sophisticated nature
of this audience, I
was sure that you
could handle just
about any chart,
So here’s the base
chart and
timeline…Domestic
at the top,
International at the bottom, and first network air in the middle in red.
Across the top this season… days, weeks, to June, and to September, then future
seasons.
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So that works out to 150 separate options, not to mention combinations of
options. By this point I was starting to think that maybe the Ziffren crowd was
right.
Now traditionally, you’d take the cash across many windows and years. But with
SVOD there may be new options.
Do you take SVOD cash up front? If you take it up front, you probably reduce
value later, and of course you have to pay liabilities as they come due, down the
line, like residuals, but what if you have spent the cash by then.
Or, you could run a few windows pre SVOD, do an SVOD window and take some
cash midway, and then have some post SVOD windows.
So programmers may
have a number of
different goals... they
can try to build long
term value, they can take
SVOD cash to meet the
near term needs of
shareholders in their
quarterly reports, or they
can take the money
upfront and run,
potentially stiffing other
participants and people
waiting later payments,
since the shows may continue to be available for years after the upfront cash
comes in.
Let’s take a visit into that other on-demand land called the DVR, which is actually
the biggest form of on demand video consumption. Now we’ve seen how cable
operators and content folks may be under pressure from SVOD. Here may be one
alternative in revenue negotiations between MSOs and the TV stations and
networks.
A couple of facts first. Broadcast nets have a 45% commercial “retention rate”.
That’s a nice way of saying that across their whole audiences, people are
skipping 55% of the commercials.
A second fact, with retransmission consent, the Multi video program providers
are paying $1 going to $2 per household per month for permission to retransmit
each network affiliate’s broadcast signals.
So here’s the question… to think about. Will the market create a new type of deal
between operators and stations…a deal in which the operators block the ad
skipping capability on DVRs in return for slowed retrans fee hikes?
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Some math. I know you guys always love the math parts.
We’ll start our example with network commercial viewing across 3 days. C3. This
is not all the people viewing the show, just those watching the commercials and
in a minute you’ll see how much money is being left on the table by ad skipping
when the show content is watched by everyone else.
Here we have two
and a quarter
million people
watching twenty
commercials in an
hour show. That’s
45 million
impressions, and if
we use a $20 prime
time CPM, that’s
two cents per spot
viewed. $20 is two
thousand pennies,
or two pennies for
each of a thousand
people. Love the math.
That means this show is delivering 40 cents per viewer of its commercials, or
$900,000 for the whole show. And there doesn’t appear to be any foregone
revenue in this approach, because all we’re looking at are the people watching
the commercials.
Now let’s move on to consider ALL the people watching the show, not just the
commercials, and we’ll see what we’re missing.
As we said, there’s the 55% ad skip rate. What we now see is that the total
viewing audience of
the content is 5
million people, but
55% of them skip
the spots—the rest,
and that was the 2
and a quarter
million in the
previous slide—the
rest watched the
spots...
The cost of those
skipped spots is 22
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cents per average viewer per hour show. Forty cents less 55% or 22 cents. Put
another way… If you could keep them watching the spots, the value for the whole
show would be the original $900k, PLUS another $1.1 million from the people who
would have zapped the spots, but can’t if zapping is disabled by the MSOs.
And that’s the difference of about $1 per sub per month on average, for a
network’s prime time across all cable/satellite/telco households.
And that provides us with Fact 3, which is the ad skipping is costing the networks
each around $1 per cable/telco/satellite household per month.
If the networks could make more because ad skipping is disabled, then will the
MVPDs begin to offer that in their negotiations as a way to offset some of the
increases in retrans payments to stations and broadcast networks? And
remember, ads are already locked in on web and cable VOD.
We’ve seen a number of things today that, if put together could be a combination
for disaster for networks and producers.
Clearly sale of content to SVOD provides consumers with alternatives to linear
television, and that’s here to stay. And we’ve seen spot loads increasing on
some networks, which ultimately may make them impossible to watch, just as
heavy ad loads made AM/FM radio un-listenable. And while it is not totally clear,
we are getting word that some network companies may be starting to reduce the
number of originals they are buying to cut costs.
Well, I guess this
slide explains how I
feel about all that.
And we’re at two
strikes out of three.
Content has been
made available to
SVOD and other on
demand services
for alternate
consumption. And
spot loads are
increasing.
So the last bastion here is finding ways to maintain or increase original
production on EACH network, not just in total.
And why? Because over time, all the networks together are likely going to
produce far more than individual SVOD companies, no matter how much they
invest, or how big they are.
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Let’s wrap it up this afternoon with a tribute to the power of lawyers and courts
and the sometimes unsuccessful risks of radical innovation.
And that radical innovation would be the short
life and recent death of Aereo, assets from the
$100 million investment now split up by a
bankruptcy court with a total sale of about 1 3/4
million, massively less than the company had
expected. TiVo was the high bidder at a million
for customer lists, websites and trademarks.
Two other companies paid a half million for
hardware and $250,000 for patents.
You might remember that it was just
two years ago at this session that we
talked about the small antenna farms
and used our responsive reading to
emphasize the job creation potential
for lawyers this battle no doubt would
support. Prescient, huh?
But just when you thought everything
was settled and done in the Aereo
case now comes word that the
bankruptcy lawyers for Aereo are suing the broadcast networks—who, remember,
won in the US Supreme Court-- claiming they drove down the asset price and
scared away potential buyers because the broadcasters took measures unfairly
to make sure that no buyer would ever use Aereo against them again.
And why are we discussing this besides the chance to use a few of the same
slides we used in 2013?
Well, thanks to the
bankruptcy lawyers from the
ghost of Aereo, we once
again have living proof
that…everybody say it
now…there will always be
jobs for
Lawyers… even if it is just
because of other Lawyers.
Thank you very much.
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